




MINUTES OF MEETING TURTLE RUN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT


A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Turtle Run Community Development District was held on Monday, June 27, 2022 at 6:00 p.m. at Governmental Management Services, 5385 N. Nob Hill Rd., Sunrise, Florida 33351.
Present and constituting a quorum:
Skip Carney	Chairman
Lance Morgan	Vice Chairman
Chris Kapish	Assistant Secretary
Zaida Karnegis	Assistant Secretary
Michael Hohl	Assistant Secretary Also present were:
Julio Padilla Michael Pawelczyk Patrick Szozda Patrick Burgess Jonathan Geiger
 Governmental Management Services District Counsel
GMS GMS
District Engineer

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Carney called the meeting to order, and Mr. Padilla called the roll.


SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr. Carney led a moment of silence.
 Moment of Silence


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Carney led the Pledge of Allegiance.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Good News
Mr. Carney: Good news, Zaida, would you like to share anything with us? Ms. Karnegis: Nothing new.
Mr. Carney: Mike? Mr. Hohl: Nothing. Mr. Carney: Lance?
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Mr. Morgan: Nothing at this time thank you. Mr. Carney: Chris?
Mr. Kapish: Nothing.
Mr. Carney: Anyone else want to share any good news? Ok.


FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Comment
Mr. Carney: Public comment, nobody is joining us tonight.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes of the
May 23, 2022 Meeting
Mr. Carney: The approval of the minutes for the May 23, 2022 meeting. Everyone had a chance to review those minutes. Can I have a motion to approve please?

On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Morgan with all in favor, the Minutes of the May 23, 2022 Meeting were approved.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Updates on:
Progress Report on 9 Monument Signs, Signarama and Electrician
	COi Holiday Program 2022-2024 Revised Proposal Mr. Carney: Anything to report on the signs yet Michael?
Mr. Hohl: All the electrical work is done. We are still waiting to hear back from the City on the permit. Since our last meeting, nothing has really changed. We know we made it past the design portion of the process, but we have not yet received a permit from the City.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Was the design changed?
Mr. Hohl: There was a slight variation to our original design. There was a light around the outer border and that was removed. They changed the multi-colored turtle to more of a silhouette of a turtle. The same shape, just a silhouette design. The colors were the same.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Do we need to bring that back for approval?
Mr. Hohl: I think once we get the permits, because we don't know if they are going to change something again.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I was just curious as to what we were doing, only because I think at the last meeting you said you were going to bring it back.
Mr. Hohl: We could show you what they are saying might be approved.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I just want to make sure that we have everything lined up and approved going forward before we turn Signarama loose to fabricate it.
Mr. Hohl: Once I hear something back from Signarama, I will send you what they say is the final version and then you can send that out.
Mr. Morgan: If it was approved by the committee or whoever those people are. Mr. Hohl: The design committee.
Mr. Morgan: If it goes into permitting, what would their issues necessarily be? Their issue wouldn't be anything with the design.
Mr. Hohl: I wouldn't think so.
Mr. Morgan: Jonathan, do you have any information?
Mr. Geiger: When we do DRC, normally when it goes to permitting it is structural or anything like that. I don't think they would be changing the design unless it affected the way they were anchoring to a wall, and they had to come up with something different for that. Normally, once we get through PNZ and DRC, the esthetics have already been kind of vetted.
Mr. Morgan: From your experience?
Mr. Geiger: Yes. They are looking at more of the actual how is it being built. That is when you run through the structural and electric and all of that.
Mr. Pawelczyk: It makes sense then that you might want to just throw it on the agenda for the 11th or distribute it before then if you have it. I am only saying it because I am kind of curious of what it looks like. If I am thinking about, it I am sure at least one or two other Board members might want to see it as well.
Mr. Hohl: I would send it out before the next meeting whether we have the permit or not, just so people can see it.
Mr. Morgan: Did you say, Mike, that the electrical has been repaired near that street yet?
Mr. Hohl: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: So it is all done, and we are ready to go?

Mr. Hohl: Yes.
Mr. Carney: Any other questions as far as the signs are concerned? At the last meeting, I handed out the COi proposal to the Board. We had two weeks to look at it. Any questions? Any concerns? Can we get that approved so we can move forward? It is pretty thorough.
Mr. Morgan: It is totally a la carte so we can as time, and it gets closer, we decide we can put something in.
Mr. Carney: Of course.
Mr. Morgan: We are just basically with a concept.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Not so much. You are approving a second amendment to the agreement to change it to what is in this scope that was distributed last meeting. I think you can still make changes, but we will have to amend the agreement again. I am only saying this because I have already drafted the amendment which is no big deal you can change it. I was anticipating we would have to do it anyway because I know you were changing the scope. Last year you spent $41,374. This year, that proposal is for 2022 is
$57,758.
Mr. Morgan: I looked at the proposal, Skip, and I know we have discussed this; I didn't see anything in that proposal regarding, we discussed this at the last meeting, and I asked you to draw something up and add something to that referencing vendor damage. Do you do that?
Mr. Pawelczyk: What I did is, and we will bring the second amendment back because this just came up the other day. It was distributed. I drafted the amendment and sent it to Julio. He has to look at it. We will put it on the agenda for the next meeting, the second amendment, and give you guys' time to look at it. I think you would have the scope as close as possible in the summer because they have to order everything. They are trying to line up their stuff. Last year we waited till October. I know we are one of their long-time clients.
Mr. Morgan: We are in hurricane season and if we get a storm this year and it knocks down the seven palm trees at the roundabout, that is seven trees we won't be doing.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is different.
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Mr. Morgan: That is different, but I think we need to have that one amendment that we talked about regarding the thousands of dollars in damage that was caused. They have to know that we will do a hold back until the property manager says it is all clear.
Mr. Pawelczyk: What I did, and you will see this when the amendment is distributed as part of the next agenda, but I changed the agreement to indicate that first we need to indicate what day the lights need to be lit. What day does everything need to be lit? November what?
Mr. Morgan: November 1st?
Mr. Pawelczyk: It used to be November 1st.
Mr. Kapish: They would test it out and get all the kinks out of it so that by Thanksgiving it was all fully lit.
Mr. Morgan: I think by November 15th would be good. Mr. Kapish: We paid how much last year? $42,000?
Mr. Pawelczyk: In 2020 it was $34,000, last year was $41,374. Mr. Kapish: Now we are looking at $57,758?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Correct.
Mr. Carney: Did you review it? Mr. Kapish: Yes I did.
Mr. Carney: There is a lot that has been added. The nine monument signs were not decorated at all. There is a lot added there.
Mr. Hohl: The year before, the main entrance wasn't ready. Mr. Carney: We have been as high as $80,000 something.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Let me go through it and get what the changes are. I am going to just leave that date blank. You guys can look at it and tell me at the next meeting. There also was intent to make sure that the area 10 which includes the area in front of the lake where our figurines are and the holiday items in front of the lake you wanted that removed by January 10th• so it is not sitting out all year.
Mr. Morgan: Last year it sat out there for several weeks, if not two to three weeks, after the holiday. I would even tighten it up to one week, maybe right after the New Year, as much as we can after the holiday.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I said excluding the lights so it would just be the material.

Mr. Morgan: Yes, the Menorah, the Nativity. Mr. Pawelczyk: Whatever is out there.
Mr. Morgan: As soon as possible or definitely by a date. Christmas is on the 25th, maybe January 3rd or 4th.
Ms. Karnegis: January 6th is Three Kings Day.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Why don't I put January 7th? I think the intent is that they get it out of there around January 7th.
Mr. Carney: Last year they hesitated to bring any trucks down there because it was really wet.
Mr. Pawelczyk: That is different. Mr. Carney: I remember that.
Mr. Morgan: The lights are different because they need bucket trucks, but the other things might be heavy.
Mr. Pawelczyk: The other change we made is it used to be we paid 50% once all the lighting is in working order, so let's say around the beginning of November and then 50% by January 15, 2022, so one of the things we did based on discussions that the Board had was 50% once all the lights are in working order for at least for five days. They have to be on for five days and then pay, 30% by January 15th for the following year and then 20% after all the materials and equipment installed pursuant to this agreement have been removed and the District has been reimbursed for any costs and expenses incurred to repair and remedy any damages caused by the contractor in connection with providing services required by this agreement. It also provides that if they don't remedy those damages, we can just withhold that cost from the final payment.
Mr. Carney: The other 30% was when January 15?
Mr. Pawelczyk: Yes, which was the day the final payment was due. I don't know if they are going to balk at this, but it is at least out there for discussion based on the problems that we have had in the past. I think it is fair to say it is not just with this contractor but other contractors as well.
Mr. Hohl: They are supposed to put boards down if they have to bring their trucks up on the grass.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: This encourages them to do so, right? That will be in the next agenda package. Take a look at it. Julio already has it, so include it. I am not even going to make that change on the date, since it is just a draft. We will just make that change with any others you have at the next meeting.
Mr. Carney: You will add that to this contract?
Mr. Pawelczyk: That scope of work is attached as exhibit A to the amendment, so yes. Take a look at it and we will try to finalize that at the next meeting. If anybody has any questions on the amendment itself, maybe Julio can just distribute that ahead of time, since we have it and you can look at it.
Mr. Carney: We came up with this by the ideas the Board had for changes. Mr. Morgan: It is pretty good.
Mr. Carney: We added a lot. They gave us a little bit of a discount because of being prepared and ready, as opposed to throwing stuff at him at the last second all the time. I think that helps.

EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
Attorney
Mr. Carney: Staff reports, Michael?
 Staff Reports
Mr. Pawelczyk: A couple of things. Chris mentioned to me before the meeting, he was talking about a new bill that came out in the legislature it kind of came out of the Surfside Condo collapse that provides relief for ad valorem taxes and assessments if your property is catastrophically destroyed. That is included in our legislative report, we hope to have that done by the July 11th meeting; it is drafted. The Governor just signed at least 13 bills; I think six of which they are still reporting on over the weekend. We want to make sure everything is up to date in terms of the laws of Florida in the memo. We hope to have that on the next agenda or the late July.
Mr. Carney: How does that pertain to us?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think it applies to us. I don't think it is possibly fully legal to do so, but I don't know how you can mandate that a District like ours has to forfeit special assessments that we collect pursuant to covenants and contracts that require us to collect those assessments for the debt for example, O&M is a little different. There are some interesting legal questions I think will come out of this. Since we are all single-family
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homes and multi-family low rises, I guess I don't think it is going to be much of an issue for us or impact, as it would be if we lost 1,000 units like the Surfside deal when the whole building collapses. We will report on that at the next meeting with a bunch of other laws that have some impact on the District. I don't think there are any unfunded mandates like the needs analysis from last year that was required that Jonathan is now an expert on. The only other item I have is I think it is time for us to do a Sunshine Law overview. I would like to do that at the July 11th meeting or the 25th meeting. You tell me. I assume we will have both meetings, so whatever is easier for the Board. I think it is time to do just a quick reminder. It has been a couple of years.
Mr. Morgan: Are you talking about a workshop or just a packet of information you are going to give us?
Mr. Pawelczyk: I am just going to go over an outline of the Sunshine Law. Mr. Morgan: How about now?
Mr. Pawelczyk: No, because I don't want to spend a lot of legal time preparing documents for you when you already have the book. We will just kind of go through it again. Sometimes it helps to hear it and provide an overview, maybe give you some ideas as to what is going on. Some helpful hints to avoid any issues in the future that kind of stuff and then, if you have any questions, we can answer them. One thing Lance mentioned is a workshop, it will kind of like a workshop. It is going to be on the agenda, but it will be up to GMS as to whether they want to transcribe the whole thing. I think we could probably do it in a half an hour or less since we are only going to talk about Sunshine Law issues. If you have any questions on ethics or anything else; public records, just let me know. You can check with Rich or your people and see if you want to transcribe all that or just kind of break it out. We are not conducting any business; we are just going over the Sunshine Laws so the minutes could just reflect Mike Pawelczyk gave an overview of the Sunshine Law to the Board and answered questions that came up. Still recorded but not transcribed. Any other ideas on that?
Mr. Carney: I think it is a great idea.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I will try to have it ready just to get it out of the way. If we have too much on the agenda and Julio says there is too much on the agenda, we will move it to the 25th.

Mr. Carney: Ok. Jonathan, what do you have?
	Engineer
	Updates on:
	20-Year Stormwater Needs Analysis
	Cypress Pointe Flagpole Improvements Project
	Turtle Run Signpost Replacement Project

Mr. Geiger: Good evening. I am going to start with the Stormwater Needs Analysis. We are finalizing those up and those are due on Thursday. We just got the last of the information from GMS late last week, I spent some time today going through it and finalizing. We have completed all the sections that we were able to complete. There are some sections, such as Parts 5.2 through 5.4, which are dedicated to the development, further expansion, or initiatives which most of our Districts are either built out or don't have any of those projects planned. Part 6 is going to be left blank. That is major replacements over the cost of 5% of the last five years of O&M costs. I don't think the District has a plan to spend a little bit under $200,000 on any single stormwater component in the next 20 years, at least that we can identify. It is unusual to rip your whole network of pipes out at the same time. We are working under the assumption that a lot of the major components will be replaced as their useful life comes up every once in a while. We have spent 4 ½ hours since the last meeting, so that brings our total as of right now to 29 hours out of the 109 original budgeted estimated hours. So, we came in a lot under what we had estimated that is why we did an estimated time and materials, because we didn't understand how much effort this would be. I have to send those out by the 30th. My plan is to either get them out tomorrow or Wednesday and get them off our plate and everything, then wait and see how the County responds if they need any more information or the State. Mike had sent an email over from someone from Broward that might have been reaching out to Districts. That person hasn't reached out, so I am assuming that they don't need any information beforehand.
Mr. Pawelczyk: What was that?
Mr. Geiger: You had sent me an email about this person might reach out from the County for information.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Oh, I forwarded all that information. They did reach out. Mr. Geiger: They didn't reach out to me on that.
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Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't think it has to do with the needs analysis it is some sort of data collection with the stormwater facilities. I think all the information will be in your needs analysis.
Mr. Geiger: Ok. The city reached out about something stormwater related but it was for their funding mechanism to get grant money or something.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't know. Take a look at it, Julio. Mr. Geiger: Moving onto the signpost replacements.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Real quick, so the Board doesn't seem like they are in the dark on this. We received an email from the County, the same person who is collecting the needs analysis, they have a consultant who is doing some sort of I don't know if it is a modeling or something with the stormwater. There was an indication that they might reach out to you for this information as a special district. They reached out to Coral Bay, Cypress Cove, Turtle Run and Oakridge COD today requesting that information. All those CDD's maintain stormwater facilities. I am not sure what is in there or what it entails. I will just coordinate with Julio. If we have any questions, we can just call the guy directly.
Mr. Geiger: I will take a look and if it is just stuff that is just sitting in that report, I will just pull it out of the report and send the information.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I think they were looking for some sort of model name or something.
Mr. Geiger: I will take a look at that. If there is anything I need to report to the Board, I will bring it back to the next meeting. Moving onto the signposts, I spoke with Mainnor today he is the signpost rep ordering the frame material. He has not had any response from the frame manufacturer. They are still saying four to six weeks. They are claiming a lot of material and staff shortages currently. He said he still doesn't have an estimated date of delivery for the frames. The frames are one of the last things on three or four of the roadways that need to get done. I got a call from Coral Springs. They did sign the NOCs for Horsepower but as of today there were still none on file, which means they have not filed with the courts yet, which means they still can't call their final inspections for the couple of roadways that are done and completed. I also let them know today that, given the news of the frames being delayed longer, that they need to extend our current permits because all but one of them expire on the 18th of July. I don't foresee

with the way things are going and having all this work being done by then. One of our permits has lapsed. I have asked them to get that extended or renewed or whatever they have to do, so when they do get all the stuff installed, we can call for final inspections and get this all closed out. If I hear anything before the next meeting, I will let Julio know and I will email Skip, but as of now, I don't have anything else on the signposts.
Mr. Morgan: How many more signs need to be put in?
Mr. Geiger: There are none that need to be put in. There are nine frames that are missing.
Mr. Morgan: I saw that at a couple of locations. I thought they missed them. Mr. Geiger: No, they are waiting on material.
Mr. Morgan: All the posts are in the ground? Mr. Geiger: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: Under the powerlines there are still about three or four more posts.
Mr. Geiger: Those are defective or broken. Mainnor said when all the permits are closed out and the city is satisfied, he would go through and get an inventory of everything that was leftover for the District, but he wants to wait until something is done.
Mr. Kapish: What happened to the tow away signs?
Mr. Geiger: I have no idea. I have asked a couple of times, and no one can tell me where they are at. They are supposed to be with Horsepower but at the end of this project they will give us an inventory.
Mr. Kapish: Well, if they are missing, they are responsible for them.
Mr. Geiger: Yes, so if we are missing material Mainnor has shared, I think I have all the purchase orders I will be able to tell what Horsepower should have stored for now, which would become the District's property. If it wasn't installed, then what is missing they are going to have to owe the District then for the cost. I am not sure how that works with lost material.
Mr. Kapish: Plus they have the additional signs that we talked about over by Bank United. We still haven't done anything with those.
Mr. Geiger: I was told we weren't doing anything with those until these projects were completed, closed out and finalized.
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Mr. Kapish: They are still not out there, so what I am saying is that there is nothing wrong with preparing ourselves and making a list.
Mr. Geiger: Making a list of what?
Mr. Kapish: Making a list of those signs that we talked about.
Mr. Geiger: We already have a list of those signs. None of the poles that are left can be utilized for anything that we have proposed.
Mr. Kapish: We have a list of the signs that haven't been done?
Mr. Geiger: The additional ones, as far as I am aware, are the stop signs along that corridor and then there was an additional, the U-turn signs were going to wind up on posts as well from our previous discussions.
Mr. Kapish: You have the list for that?
Mr. Geiger: It is five stop signs and I think four or five No U-turn signs, maybe 7 or 8 if you include the ones on Creekside.
Mr. Kapish: Ok, I just want to make sure that somebody knows about them.
Mr. Geiger: Yes. Mainnor was previously sent the plans, the exhibit I prepared, so he does have this in his mind of being a future project. Obviously, we are going to have to do full engineering plans as we did before, so there will be ready information when we do move forward with the project. Any other questions on the signposts?
Mr. Carney: We don't release final payment to them until they get all permits closed out, correct?
Mr. Geiger: Yes. They haven't gotten a single payment, as far as I am aware. They have not responded to my previous email about if you would like payments with the retainage held back, you need to revise your pay applications. Nobody emailed me back on that, so I am assuming they are not hard up for this money at all. The last thing that I have to discuss today was the Cypress Pointe flagpole improvement project. In the agenda there was the site plan and details I prepared as well as the bid form that we sent out to Stanford Construction, 3D Paving and Seal Coating and County Wide Heavy Equipment. These are three contractors; Stanford obviously did the last project. The other two companies we have worked with on other projects at Coral Bay, I have not heard back from any of them; I sent this out last week, they all seemed interested, nobody got back to me today. Nobody picked up their phone today when I called to ask where things

were just to try to get a pricing for the Board tonight. I don't actually have a cost, but we do have plans put together. The thing I ran into after the last meeting after contacting the city and talking with engineering and the building department because of the electrical work and because of the lime rock and the compaction and everything now they are saying because we are putting in concrete around the flagpoles, this has to go through building permits for structural review and the electrical work needs to be permitted with electrical permits. No engineering is required, no engineering permits are required but this does need to get routed through the building departments. That means we now do need a sign and sealed electrical engineering drawings which AD Electric indicated they don't have the capacity to do sign sealed drawings, so we would need to get an electrical engineer onboard. I am going to need an actual survey to submit with the plans, which means we need a survey done as well. KCI can do the survey, and this would be a survey to put the design on top of and sign and sealed survey to submit to the City. That would be a $3,000 lump sum and our last time around the electrical and granted this was a couple of years ago, SEC that we use a lot, it was a $3,000 lump sum. I would imagine if I reached out it would probably be around the same ballpark number to get the electrical drawings furnished. The $3,000 for the survey is an actual number I have from our survey department. That is where we stand with that. I have not reached out to the electrical engineer yet. I wanted to talk with the Board first before getting a proposal from him. I only learned about these requirements late last week to begin with. There is going to be a little bit more legwork here to get this project to constructability.
Mr. Carney: Is there a way of getting an estimated project cost?
Mr. Geiger: I could do that. That is why I was hoping to get the actual contractor cost back. We are having a really hard time providing costs that are within 20% of what a contractor submits at the end of the day, given that things are fluctuating.
Mr. Morgan: How about the flag company itself?
Mr. Geiger: They have given me a cost. I am talking the civil work and the electrical work. I believe there was, what was the electrical number?
Mr. Szozda: It was like $4,000.
Mr. Geiger: For the installation of the electric and everything from Adams Electric is about $4,000. It was $4,000 for that. There was that, almost $16,000 for the flagpoles

for the material and installation, so you are looking at $20,000 there, $3,000 for the survey, let's say $3,000 for the electrical engineering, because it is very similar to the other one that is $26,000.
Mr. Morgan: Stanford?
Mr. Geiger: That price I don't have. I would like to wait to get an actual contractor price back, so I am not off base with giving an estimate. If I don't hear back before the next meeting, I can use FOOT numbers and try to get some sort of estimate done. The other issue with this is these are such small quantities on this project it is really hard to actually use all the estimating books you have. We are talking about a 100 square foot area.
Mr. Morgan: I would say take your time and get what you need. Get your ducks in a row so we can get an accurate cost on this. Just an update for Skip is Dustin Hoffman has left that Board now. He is no longer on the Board of Directors for Cypress Pointe. I don't know what happened, but he is no longer there. We are now dealing with a new President over there named Parker. I don't know if his wants are the same as Dustin or the previous Board. I am going to get with him on that. I know we already spent some money on the engineer's part, but we are going to make sure that they really want this project.
Mr. Carney: Ok good point.
Mr. Morgan: Still go ahead and do your due diligence to get some hard prices if it takes a couple of weeks to get it from Stanford.
Mr. Geiger: That being said, the Board direction, don't authorize the survey, get the proposal for the electrical engineer, try to get either hard or very close estimated numbers and bring it back to the next meeting and we will discuss moving forward then.
Mr. Kapish: Is that the plans right there?
Mr. Geiger: They are in the agenda. Here is a copy. You can have that, Chris. Just to confirm on the bid form, we do have that the flagpoles purchased by District, installed by a different company and the District should have the pavers from what I understand correct?
Mr. Carney: Yes, we have the pavers.

Mr. Geiger: I have that on there as well. Then I also just indicated that KCI will be doing a survey.
Mr. Carney: Alright, so just get the numbers, so we know we are dealing with accurate numbers. Good. What else do you have, Jonathan?
Mr. Geiger: Outside of that, I think that is all I have for engineering. They are still working on the easement atlas revisions and everything. Unless there is an immediate need, I told them the Board was ok, just getting that when it was ready. They can move people to it. They can get it done faster but we are slammed right now, and they said if it is not something that is necessary to be provided immediately, that they would like to backburner it till they have some free time. If there is an immediate need for that, just let me know and I can talk to survey about moving the schedule around for that. They are working on it.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't want to speak for the Board, but I think they would want to see progress made and see it sometime. I know sometimes when this happens, and someone says they don't want it I put it away and I forget about it.
Mr. Geiger: Before every meeting, I ask the survey manager. It is on his radar.
Mr. Pawelczyk: One thing I like is tell me when you can give it to me. Can you get to me in 30 days or 60 days and stick to that reasonable time frame?
Mr. Geiger: I will make a note of that and ask. Mr. Pawelczyk: It is up to the Board.
Mr. Geiger: I will follow up with him and see if he can give me a hard date.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Even if it is 90 days, but I think as long as they stick to that date, then no one cares.
Mr. Geiger: If he says 6 months, I am going to tell him that is no go.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Give us a reasonable date as to when it is going to be done and direct your resources accordingly.
Mr. Carney: Anything else?
Mr. Geiger: That is all I have.
C. Field Manager
	Turtle Run Park District Maintenance
	BrightView Quality Assessment Report
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	Turtle Run COD 2022 Annual Stormwater Drainage Infrastructure Inspection Reports

Mr. Szozda: The Turtle Run Park maintenance is complete. They finally finished the mulch. The park is completely mulched. They also mulched the new maples. Did anybody notice along the medians in there? So that is taken care of. I believe everybody has a BrightView project list. We can go into the BrightView Quality Assessment report. The sod has been finally replaced at the intersection of Creekside and Turtle Run Boulevard. The rest of the items have been addressed with Art. We will do a drive through at 9:30 tomorrow morning also to make sure everything has been addressed. As far as the Quality Assessment, the points of emphasis are, the hard cutting has commenced. We will find out if that is completed tomorrow. There is an area on the west side of the main entrance and Sample and Turtle Run Boulevard that we have taken up with Ross and Jonathan his main man over there to try to get that addressed. It is a little anemic looking over there. They are treating that and hopefully, within a couple of weeks, you will see some results over there too. If anybody has any questions on the Quality Assessment, I will be glad to address those.
Mr. Kapish: I have a question. Did they do the hard pruning?
Mr. Szozda: Yes. I don't know if it is completed yet. They were doing it Thursday and Friday of last week. They did the monuments, the main entrance, they got those all completed. They did the plumbagos along Turtle Run Boulevard. On some of the firebush I know for certain.
Mr. Kapish: I saw some of the firebush at 41st Street and Turtle Run Boulevard and it doesn't look very hard pruned to me.
Mr. Szozda: According to Art, they have been using a growth inhibitor on them, so basically, he kind of took the tops out of them.
Mr. Kapish: He used a what?
Mr. Szozda: Growth inhibitor. He and I have been going back and forth with whether that is a viable option or go ahead with a hard pruning, but we really haven't resolved that issue yet.
Mr. Morgan: We have used growth inhibitors before which internalizes the buds to stop growth. The firebush it gets green, but it grows so fast and out of control.

Mr. Szozda: The only problem with hard pruning this time of year is you are going to lose a lot of your blooms and that is why he uses a growth inhibitor. That is the one downside of it. When you whack the plumbagos in half, which he did, you lose everything then. They are a fairly fast-growing plant, so that is not major. The firebush is kind of a different story.
Mr. Carney: The only thing I have is the sylvester's in the roundabout are going to take a pole saw and knock those seeds out?
Mr. Szozda: Yes, that is going to be done next month. That has already been addressed.
Mr. Carney: A month for that?
Mr. Szozda: Apparently it is done during the tree trimming. They are fully seeded.
Mr. Morgan: They have to remove those limbs and the seed pods. In a month those seeds will all be falling on the ground.
Mr. Szozda: Yes, and that is going to be another problem.
Mr. Morgan: You better get that in there sooner than later. Did you look at another vendor to come and have that done?
Mr. Szozda: Not yet. He agreed to next month. If you want a proposal, that is fine. Mr. Morgan: We ca  probably call Second to None. We have done business with
Steve, the owner.
Mr. Szozda: What was the name? Mr. Morgan: Second to None.
Mr. Carney: I agree with that.
Mr. Morgan: It probably can get done this week. If you tell him, it is for Turtle Run, I mean we want seven large sylvester palm trees with dozens of seed pods in each tree everywhere when it can be done this week if we contact the right vendor and say we need it done today.
Mr. Carney: It has already been that way a month too.
Mr. Morgan: I will give you Steve's number after the meeting. You can call any vendor you want but tell them we want this done soon.
Mr. Szozda: If he is familiar with the District, I kind of lean that way.

Mr. Morgan: Or tell Art's guys to get out there this week. Whatever the charge is, the charge is.
Mr. Szozda: Dealing with Art, you know everything is like, I can't pull guys off this, I can't pull guys off that. We can take another avenue. No problem.
Mr. Morgan: One thing about the project list, do we have to put a date on this because if I don't have the date and you give me a copy, how am I going to hold Art accountable?
Mr. Szozda: That is the one thing I forgot to put on there.
Mr. Morgan: What we have talked about with Pat and I, we are doing the drive-by with Art, as Board member I don't mind doing that and I have been doing a lot of them. Skip, you did drive-by but me talking to Art is one thing. He gives me a lot of yeah, yeah, we are going to take care of that. He writes some things down and it never gets done. My job is not to go and tell Art what his job is. My job is to tell Pat what we need. Pat's job is to meet with Art and make sure that is done. Pat is the property manager now and Julio. We did that initially because we had the perfect storm with Dennis passing and Robert deciding to leave and take a job in Texas, so we kind of filled the gap there. Now Pat is onboard, and we need to communicate with Pat more of what we need. He is our lieutenant, so to speak. He has to go out there and crack the whip to make sure these things get done. That is why when I get a project list and it has no date on it, some of these things it has been several weeks to get done. We know Art got this list on June 10th. This is June 30th, why aren't some of these things done? What we told Art originally was we were going to give him to the spring to get Turtle Run in order and now it is summer, and it is better. Now we have to have some kind of accountability to make sure it stays where it needs to be.
Mr. Carney: So we need accountability on all these projects, Pat. Mr. Szozda: Absolutely.
Mr. Carney: You need to take hold of that.
Mr. Hohl: What day was this project list given to BrightView? Mr. Szozda: Last Thursday, the 23rd.
Mr. Hohl: Ok.
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Ms. Karnegis: Maybe with the list we could have it in Excel format where not only are the dates but the projected date of completion?
Mr. Burgess: Yes, I can spice it up.
Mr. Szozda: I had a secretary at my previous job. Mr. Carney: Anything else Pat?
Mr. Szozda: No sir.
Mr. Carney: Who is going to speak on the divers report?
Mr. Padilla: I will. There are some areas that we will need to do cleaning and one area needs repairing. As soon as we get the proposal, I can bring it back to the Board if the Board chooses to approve it at that time. As soon as I get it I will be able to provide the information.
Mr. Carney: Proposal for?
Mr. Padilla: The sediment cleaning in certain areas. Mr. Kapish: Do we have a copy of that report?
Mr. Padilla: It is in the agenda.
Mr. Carney: There was one big question I had on there. There is a fish grate in our District? I never knew there was a fish grate is there? I know there was one over near Coral Bay. They had a real issue over there with that. That is when everything backed up big time. That is when we flooded out in a big way. I guess I didn't realize we had a fish grate.
Mr. Kapish: It was a little more complicated than that. They had the canal which was full of weeds and stuff like that.
Mr. Carney: I know we used to look at the storm drainage issues and then Dennis used to make a decision based on the amount of inches of soil that was in there. I see that there are some 6, 7, 12.
Mr. Morgan: Sometimes we don't clean any pipes and sometimes we clean several.
Mr. Carney: We didn't clean them all every time every one of them. Six inches doesn't seem to be a lot, then it went up to 12 and 15.
Mr. Kapish: Actually, it depends on what size the pipe is.
Mr. Geiger: I think they use a ratio or a percentage. That is how we do it.
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Mr. Carney: So you are saying they are working up a price on what? Mr. Padilla: Based on their comments and what they recommend.
Mr. Carney: They are pros, let them recommend that.
Mr. Padilla: I will get that information and the Board can decide.
Mr. Geiger: On their proposals just make sure because I want to take a look at it.
Indicate what they are doing if it is site one and if it is going to be this much money.
Mr. Padilla: Ok to break it down.
Mr. Geiger: Yes. I am curious as to what they are going to charge for some of this. Mr. Padilla: Ok.
Mr. Carney: I know we would just sit in the meeting and Dennis would make a decision on which one we are doing, which one we are not doing because of his recommendations.
Mr. Kapish: Terrapin Lane in front of Park Place Apartments. I understand that BrightView, Pat, this is something you should know, BrightView doesn't cut the grass, they only cut the grass between the sidewalk and the street and then on the other side in the median. They do not cut the grass fifteen feet into the front of the Park Place Apartments. I don't know, I always thought that we had an easement there and I need to find out from you where the easement is in front of the Park Place Apartments.
Mr. Geiger: Ok, so down Terrapin, basically on the west side. Mr. Kapish: Yes. I believe there is an easement there.
Mr. Geiger: I know we have one for the berm against Sample Road. I would have to look and see if you have one down Terrapin. Let me look at what I have.
Mr. Kapish: We are not cutting grass there and it looks horrible.


D. Manager - Discussion of Financial Disclosure Report from the Commission on Ethics and Reminder to File Annual Form
Mr. Carney: Julio, do you want to speak on the financial disclosure report? Mr. Padilla: I am sorry. They didn't put the letter in the agenda.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Congratulations everyone. Mr. Hohl: It was a separate email.
Mr. Padilla: Yes.
Ms. Karnegis: Everyone was done.
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Mr. Carney: Ok, we can move onto finances.



NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
A. Financial Report on Capital Projects, Emergency Funds, Capital Reserve and All Other Financial Issues
B. Approval of Check Register
C. Balance Sheet and Income Statement Mr. Carney: Zaida?
Ms. Karnegis: Everyone has a copy of the ongoing capital projects. Currently, the ongoing capital projects is $193,702, which includes the street signs and change orders for monument signs. The beginning balance of June 24, 2022 is $820,974. The ongoing capital projects $193,702 minus the engineering fees of $24,800, minus contingencies of
$52,000, we have a total of $270,502 which leaves us a total of capital reserves of
$550,473.
Mr. Morgan: What do we have in our emergency funds?
Mr. Carney: $500,000. Just to put it out there, I just want to say Jennifer Wasserman, our District accountant, she is doing an outstanding job. She really is. She is on top of it. She is very thorough. I just want to put accolades out to her. She also told me that recently she is very impressed with the financial accountability of the Board and the field Supervisors because of our financial situation. That is a tribute to everyone in this room, especially the guys that have their boots on the ground. I want to thank you and keep up the good work you guys. We are in good shape financially. That came from Jennifer Wasserman. She is very on top of everything. I want to pass that on to Rich Hans, she is a good accountant. Approval of the check register. You all have it in your iPad. Can I have a motion to approve?

On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded Mr. Morgan with all in favor, the Check Register was approved.


Mr. Carney: Balance sheet and income statement, may I have a motion to approve please?
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On MOTION by Mr. Morgan seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor, the Balance Sheet and Income Statement were approved.
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TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Carney: Supervisors requests. Zaida, do you have anything? Ms. Karnegis: No sir.
Mr. Carney: Michael? Mr. Hohl: Nothing.
Mr. Carney: Lance?
Mr. Morgan: I have a couple of things. Pat, what do you have for your next meeting with Rusty?
Mr. Szozda: I talked to Jonathan today regarding the median on Turtle Run Boulevard. You can see where the mowers go over it and where the tire tracks are. That is generally a fungus. It gets on the tires, and it rolls into the grass.
Mr. Morgan: If we get cane or mosaic fungus it will kill all the grass in Turtle Run.
Mr. Szozda: He had the guys out there today. I can talk to Rusty at any time. He is very receptive.
Mr. Morgan: It is not to be critical of Rusty, but I have to say the magnolia trees look very good. He has fertilized them. They all have great blooms on them. They look really good this year.
Mr. Szozda: They do look great. I haven't seen them previously but those are great looking magnolia trees.
Mr. Morgan: So pass that along. The magnolia trees are looking good and to keep that up. The weeds it looks like he has that under control, so this man needs to get some accolades or whoever is doing the work for us.
Mr. Szozda: We had a review on Friday. I was with Jonathan on Friday also. We went over a few items. In general, 95% of that property is in phenomenal shape.
Mr. Carney: The maples are flushing out nicely too.
Mr. Morgan: I do still notice the rust inhibitor is up and running. Is that correct? Mr. Szozda: Yes sir.
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Mr. Morgan: I understand in the original agreement with the company that we are using was they were going to remove any rust on the fences, light poles and things like that.
Mr. Szozda: That was in the agreement absolutely.
Mr. Morgan: I have seen some rust still on the park area and on the Wiles Road signs. If you could look at that tomorrow or this week and direct them to that area?
Mr. Szozda: We will be out there tomorrow. Mr. Morgan: Ok. That is all I have.
Mr. Carney: Chris, anything? Mr. Kapish: No.
Mr. Morgan: One other thing I was at the park. BrightView did do a good job with the mulching at the park and with all the new maple trees. Pass that one.
Mr. Szozda: That was Santos. Santos took care of that. It looks great. Mr. Morgan: They did a good job.
Mr. Carney: What did Shawn say about the sand in the park?
Mr. Szozda: He hasn't been well. Shawn is the one who hasn't been very receptive, but they are supposed to put in a perimeter there, which was the original discussion. Then complete that area with sand. I am going to have to get on him.
Mr. Carney: He said they had one more part to finish.
Mr. Szozda: Yes and that was last week. I don't have any idea how long they take up to finish up the parks. It should be forthcoming.
Mr. Morgan: Pat, one thing, be careful what you wish for as far as a perimeter. We have three cement turtles and a frog and that type of thing. You go putting a perimeter around it knowing how the government operates it might not turn out the way we want it and once it is there, it is there.
Mr. Szozda: It was a suggestion. I am not saying they are going to do that.
Mr. Morgan: It is just real easy to come and throw three or four yards of new sand and freshen it up. That is easy. Building a perimeter, code, electrical, this, that, and the other thing, it may be two years from now that we get a perimeter around the three turtles that we want, so just be careful what you wish for with that and if the sand covered would be just fine there.

Mr. Szozda: Ideally, yes. He just dug out some of that grass that is not so attractive and then just back fill with sand, that is my suggestion. I will bring that up tomorrow when I talk to him.
Mr. Kapish: Also, if you could check this out too, the electrical outlet that is behind the Estates at Turtle Run sign it is not working. I don't know why it is not working or if it is on a timer or a solar thing or switch.
Mr. Szozda: Which one is that?
Mr. Kapish: It is the plug that is behind the sign. It is not working. At least it is not working during the day. I don't know what the situation is. Can you find out if there is a timer clock on it?
Mr. Szozda: There could be a photocell on it.
Mr. Hohl: Are you talking about the monument wall? Mr. Kapish: Yes.
Mr. Hohl: That was put in for the new sign and it is on a photo sensor.
Mr. Kapish: I am not talking about the monument walls; I am talking about the Estates sign. The bottom line is that plug should work 24/7 and if it is not working that way, you should be able to on and off switch the photocell if that is the case.
Mr. Szozda: I will check into that.
Mr. Kapish: If you could look into that please.
Mr. Carney: They may have put a photocell on there for the Christmas lights. Ok, can I have a motion to adjourn?

ELEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
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